
                                         Name:                                                  Class:                         

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

 Name:                                                  Class:                         

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

a and m
Listen to the words and cirle the correct letter.

s, d and t
Listen to the words and circle the starting sound.

s˙d˙t s˙d˙t s˙d˙t s˙d˙t s˙d˙t s˙d˙t

#1

#2

a *  m a *  m a *  ma *  m



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

d or t

#3

#4

Spelling Test 1

1.
2.
3.   S
4.
5.

1a)
ma

b)
ma

2a)
   ry

b)
   ry

3a)
co

b)
co

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

Spelling Test 2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

i˙n˙p i˙n˙p i˙n˙p i˙n˙p i˙n˙p i˙n˙p

 i, n and p 

#5

#6

Listen to the words and circle the starting sound.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

g, o and c

g˙o˙c g˙o˙c g˙o˙c g˙o˙c g˙o˙c g˙o˙c

#7

#8

2a)
   ate

b)
   ake

1a)
   old

b)
   old

3a)
   oat

b)
   oat

g or c

Listen to the words and circle the starting sound.

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

Spelling Test 3

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Soft C

1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2

#9

#10

Listen to the words and circle: (1) when C is soft, like celery, or (2) when C is hard, like cat.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Soft G

1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2

k, u and b

k˙u˙b k˙u˙b k˙u˙b k˙u˙b k˙u˙b k˙u˙b

#11

#12

Listen to the words and circle the starting sound.

Listen to the words and circle: (1) when G is soft, like hair gel, or (2) when G is hard, like 
gate.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

#13

#14 

2a)
   owl

b)
   ole

1a)
   in

b)
   in

3a)
   lank

b)
   lank

b or p

1a)
c    t

2a)
f    n

b)
c    t

3a)
p    ck

4a)
S    m

5a)
c    p

b)
f    n

b)
p    ck

b)
s    m

b)
c    p

a or u

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 4

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

f, e and h

f˙e˙h f˙e˙h f˙e˙h f˙e˙h f˙e˙h f˙e˙h

#15

#16

Listen to the words and circle the starting sound.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                                         Name:                                                  Class:                         

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

l and r

l  ˙  r l  ˙  r l  ˙  r l  ˙  r l  ˙  r l  ˙  r

#17

#18

1a)
         ip

s or sh
b)
         ip

2a)
         ingle

3a)
         ort

4a)
         ine

5a)
         ed

b)
         ingle

b)
         ort

b)
         ign

b)
         aid

Listen to the words and circle the starting sound.

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 5

1.                              4.   
2.                              5.       
3.                              6.

#19

#20

1a)
     ice 

l or r

2a)
     oad

3a)
     ight 

4a)
     ed

5a)
     ift

b)
     ice 

b)
     oad

b)
     ight 

b)
     ead

b )
     ift

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                                         Name:                                                  Class:                         

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

v, y and w 

v˙y˙wv˙y˙w v˙y˙w v˙y˙w v˙y˙w v˙y˙w

#21

#22

f or v

2a)
   ed

b)
   et

1a)
   ine

b)
   ine 

3a)
   an

b)
   an  

Listen to the words and circle the starting sound.

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 6

1.                              4.   
2.                              5.       
3.                              6.
  

1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2

th 

#23

#24

1 ˙ 2

Listen to the words and circle: (1) when Th is voiced, like ‘that’, or (2) when Th is unvoiced, 
like ‘thumb’.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

Spelling Test 7    

1.                              4.   
2.                              5.       
3.                              6.
  

#25

#26

th or s

1a)
      ink

2a)
      ymbol

b)
      ink

b)
      imble

3a)
      igh

b)
      igh

4a)
      umb

b)
      um

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 8

1.                              4.   
2.                              5.       
3.                              6.
  

z and j

z ˙  j z ˙  j z ˙  j z ˙  j z ˙  j z ˙  j

#27

#28

Listen to the words and circle the starting sound.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

Soft S

1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2

#29

#30

s or z

2a)
   aid

b)
   ed

1a)
   ink

b)
   inc

3a)
   ip

b)
   ip

Listen to the words and circle: (1) when S is soft, like glasses, or (2) when S is hard, like 
cats.

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         #31

#32

ch or j

2a)
      ill

b)
      ill

1a)
      oke

b)
      oke

3a)
      ar

b)
      ar

1a)
         ip

ch or sh
b)
         ip

2a)
Mar

3a)
         in

4a)
         eat

5a)
         are

b)      
mar

b)
         in

b)
         eet

b)
         air

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

Spelling Test 9

1.                              4.   
2.                              5.       
3.                              6.
  

ck and x

ck ˙ x ck ˙ x ck ˙ x ck ˙ x ck ˙ x ck ˙ x

#33

#34

Listen to the words and circle the ending  sound.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 10

1.                              4.  J        
2.                              5.       
3.                              6.

#35

#36

ng or nk

2a)
thi   

1a)
si

3a)
ri

b)
si

b)
thi   

b )
ri

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

Spelling Test 11        

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.       
3.                              8.
4.                              9.
5.                             10.

#37

#38

c, k and ck

1.
      up

6.
sa

2.
      urtain

3.
      ing

4.
du

5.
      ey

The following words contain the same sound. Fill in the correct sound combination

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 12

1.                              5.          
2.                              6.       
3.                              7.
4.

k or qu

k ˙ qu k ˙ qu k ˙ qu k ˙ qu k ˙ qu k ˙ qu

#39

#40

Listen to the words and circle the starting sound.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

Spelling Test 13  

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.       
3.                              8.
4.                              9.
5.                             10.

Spelling Test 14

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.       
3.                              8.
4.                              9.
5.                             10.

#41

#42

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 15

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.       
3.                              8.
4.                              9.
5.                             10.

#43

#44

1.
         ead

br, cr, dr, fr, gr, pr and tr
6.
         ame

2.
         ee

3.
         uit

4.
         ide

5.
         own

7.
         ape

8.
         um

9.
         ay

10.
         ayon

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

Spelling Test 16

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.       
3.                              8.
4.                              9.
5.                             10.

#45

#46

1.
         ower

bl, cl, fl, cg, pl and sl
6.
         othes

2.
         ide

3.
         ock

4.
         aw

5.
         oud

7.
         ove

8.
         ame

9.
         ane

10.
         obe

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 17 

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.       
3.                              8.
4.                              9.
5.                             10.

#47

#48

1a)
         oom

br/bl, cr/cl, fr/fl, gr/gl and pr/pl

b)
         oom

2a)
         owd

3a)
         y

4a)
         ass

5a)
         ay

b)
         oud

b)
         y

b)
         ass

b)
         ay

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

Spelling Test 18       

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.       
3.                              8. 
4.                              9.
5.                             10.

#49

#50

1.
         ail

sc, sk, sm, sn, sp, st and sw

6.
         ider

2.
         ile

3.
         unk

4.
         eater

5.
         im

7.
         ales

8.
         ar

9.
         y

10.
         ow

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 19

1.                                                        
2.                                 
3.                             
4.                           
5.
6.                           
7.

 8.
 9.
10.

#51

#52

1.
             awberry 

scr, shr, spr, str and thr

2.
             one

3.
             atch

4.
             ub

5.
             ead

6.
             ee

7.
             eet

8.
             ing

9.
             imp

10.
             ing

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

#53

#54

1.
pa         ot

Doubles

2.
bu          on

3.
pi          ar

4.
bo          et

5.
ri          on

6.
ta          el

7.
pe          er

8.
te          is

9.
va          ey

10.
mu          in

1.
         isle

wh/w and ph/gh/f
6.
         oto

2.
ele         ant   

3.
         en

4.
         oot

5.
         ere

7.
         e

8.
lau

9.
         ere

10.
         one

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 21      

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.       
3.                              8. 
4.                              9.
5.                             10.

Spelling Test 20

#55

#56

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.

                             
                        
1.                     o                                i
2.                             
3.                     e        
4.
5.                     i      

 6.
 7.
 8.
 9.
10.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

Spelling Test 22

1.                              7.         
2.                              8.       
3.                              9.
4.                             10.
5.                             
6.

Spelling Test 23

1.                              6.  S       
2.                              7.       
3.                              8.
4.                              9.
5.  T                         10.

#57

#58

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 24

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.       
3.                              8.
4.                              9.
5.                             10.

Spelling Test 25

                             
                        
1.                                 
2.                             
3.                         
4.
5.                           

 6.
 7.
 8.
 9.
10.

#59

#60

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

#61

#62

1a)
apron

2a)
me

b)
apple

3a)
tin

4a)
post

5a)
sum

b)
red

b)
I

b)
box

b)
music

a, e, i, o and u

1.
sh         t

ay, ee, igh, ow(blow) and oo(moon)

2.
ball        n

3.
sn

4.
d

5.
gl

6.
M

7.
h

8.
f         t

9.
n         t

10.
m         n

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 26

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.       
3.                              8.
4.                              9.  S
5.                             10.

#63

#64

1a)
m    t

Silent e

2a)
p    t

3a)
T    m

4a)
n

5a)
c

b)
m    t

b)
P    t  

b)
t    m

b)
n    t

b)
c    t

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

Spelling Test 27

1.  m        k                         m       t           
2.  b        n                         l         k
3.  S   t         v                    f    l        t 
4.       v        n    i    n   g 
5.  k        t
6.  c        t                 
7.  t         n 

 8.
 9.
10.       

oe and ou

oe˙ue oe˙ue oe˙ue oe˙ue oe˙ue oe˙ue

#65

#66

Listen to the words and circle the sound.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

o e

1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2

#67

#68

1.
b         t

ai, ea(seat), y(fly), oa and ew

2.
sk

3.
f

4.
p         ch

5.
m         d

6.
fl

7.
c         t

8.
s         t

9.
dr

10.
r         n

Listen to the words and circle: (1) when O sounds  like ‘note’, or (2) when O sounds like 
‘some’.

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

Spelling Test 29

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.       
3.                              8.
4.                              9.
5.                             10.

#69

#70

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.

Spelling Test 28

1.                                                        
2.                                 
3.                             
4.                         
5.
6.                           
7.
8.

 9.
10.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 31

1.                                                        
2.                                 
3.                             
4.                         
5.
6.                           
7.
8.

 9.
10.

#71

#72

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.

Spelling Test 30

1.                                                        
2.                                 
3.                             
4.                           
5.
6.                           
7.

 8.
 9.     ’  
10.       

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

Spelling Test 33

1.                                                        
2.                                 
3.                             
4.                         
5.
6.                           
7.
8.

 9.
10.

Spelling Test 32

1.                                                        
2.                                 
3.                             
4.                         
5.
6.                           
7.
8.

 9.
10.

#73

#74

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 34

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.       
3.                              8.
4.                              9.
5.                             10.

Spelling Test 35

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.                     o
3.                              8.
4.                              
5.                             

#75

#76

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

Spelling Test 36

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.       
3.                              8.
4.                              9.
5.                             10.

Spelling Test 37

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.       
3.                              8.
4.                              9.
5.                             10.

#77

#78

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

oo(moon) and oo(book)

1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2

#79

#80

1.
b     k 

3.
br     n

2.
h     d

4.
c 

5.
c     k 

6.
l      d 

oo(book), ea(head) and ow(cow)

Listen to the words and circle: (1) when OO sounds like ‘moon’, or (2) when OO sounds like 
‘book’.

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

ea(seat), ea(head) and ea(great)

1˙2˙3   1˙2˙3   1˙2˙3   1˙2˙3   1˙2˙3   1˙2˙3   

ow(blow) and ow(cow)

1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2

#81

#82

Listen to the words and circle: (1) when EA sounds like ‘seat’ , (2) when EA sounds like 
‘head’ and (3) when EA sounds like ‘great’.

Listen to the words and circle: (1) when OW sounds like ‘blow’, or (2) when OW sounds like 
‘cow’.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 38

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.       
3.                              8.
4.                              9.
5.                             10.

#83

#84

or, ir,ire and are(share)

1.
b      d     

2.
th      n    

3.
t       

4.
g      l    

5.
f         

6.
sh           

7.
sc          

8.
t      n    

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

wor and or 

wor* or wor* or wor* or wor* or wor* or wor* or

#85

#86

1.

au, ou(sound), ear, ur and ure

2.
t        ght

3.
c

4.
s         nd

5.
cl         r

6.
t         n 

7.
gr         nd

8.
         tomatic

9.
p

10.
b         p

Listen to the words and circle the sound.

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         #87

#88

1.
h

ow(cow) and ou(sound)

2.
s        nd

3.
br         n

4.
m         th

5.
c         nt

6.
n

7.
t

8.
s         th

9.
c

10.
gr         nd

1.
y

al, ei(pie), ou(you), er and ear(bear)

2.
tig

3.
t

4.
b

5.
thr         gh

6.
p

7.
t

8.
w

9.
f         n

10.
b         

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

AJET Foxy Phonics

#89

#90

1.
f

aw, ar, air, ear(heard) and y(city)

2.
part

3.
s

4.
c

5.
         n

6.
b         n

7.
p         l

8.
cr         l

9.

10.
cit

1.
Th        sday

ir, ur, er, and ear(heard)

2.
h        d

3.
g         l

4.
l         n

5.
f         n

6.
f

7.
b

8.
th

9.
c         l

10.
tig

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

y(yard), y(fly) and y(city)

1˙2˙3   1˙2˙3   1˙2˙3   1˙2˙3   1˙2˙3   1˙2˙3   

#91

#92

1.
luck     

2.
mon     

3.
happ     

4.
hock     

5.
hungr     

6.
k     

y(city) and ey(money)

Listen to the words and circle: (1) when Y sounds like ‘yard’, (2) when Y sounds like ‘fly’ and 
(3) when Y sounds like ‘city’.

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         
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#93

#94

1.
t     

3.
b    

2.
st

4.
c 

5.
f 

6.
st

air, are (share) and ear(bear)
The following words contain the same sounds. Fill in the correct sound combination.

fair and fare

1. The train     is expensive.
2. Let’s go to the     . 

Read the following sentences and fill in the correct words.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

ear(ear), ear(bear), ear(heard) and ear(heart)

1̇ 2˙3*4   1̇ 2˙3*4   1̇ 2˙3*4   1̇ 2˙3*4   1̇ 2˙3*4   1̇ 2˙3*4   

#95

#96

ie(field), ui, our(your) and oy

1.
f     

2.
f      ld    

3.
b       

4.
s      t   

5.
sh      ld   

6.
fr      t           

7.
t          

8.
y    

Listen to the words and circle: (1) when EAR sounds like ‘ear’ , (2) when EAR sounds like 
‘bear’, (3) when EAR sounds like ‘heard’and (4) when EAR sounds like ‘heart’.

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         
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Spelling Test 39

1.                                                        
2.                                 
3.                             
4.                         
5.
6.                           
7.
8.

eigh and ought

eigh˙ought   eigh˙ought   eigh˙ought   eigh˙ought   eigh˙ought   eigh˙ought   

#97

#98

Listen to the words and circle the sound.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

ou(sound), ou(you), our(your) and ought

1̇ 2˙3*4   1̇ 2˙3*4   1̇ 2˙3*4   1̇ 2˙3*4   1̇ 2˙3*4   1̇ 2˙3*4   

#99

#100

or, au, aw, our(four) and ought

1.
th     

2.
t      ght    

3.
f       

4.
s        

5.
b  

6.
dr                

7.
f          

8.
      to

Listen to the words and circle: (1) when OU sounds like ‘sound’, (2) when OU sounds like 
‘you’, (3) when OUR sounds like ‘your’ and (4) when OUGHT sounds like ‘thought’.

The following words contain the same sounds. Fill in the correct sound combination.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         
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1.            o   u                o   u                        
2.       o   u            7.            o   u
3.       o   u            8.       o   u
4.       o   u        e   9.    
5.  o   u                10.      o   u

6.

#101

#102

1.
t     

ought and aught

2.
th     

3.
b     

4.
c     

5.
f     

6.
n        y

Spelling Test 40

The following words contain the same sounds. Fill in the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

ie(pie) and ie(field)

1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2 1 ˙ 2

#103

#104

a, o, and u

2.
m     ney

3.
     way

4.
f    ther

5.
br    ther

6.
f

7.
 

1.
    b    ve

8.
    n    ther

9.
M     nday

10.
S     nday

Listen to the words and circle: (1) when IE sounds like ‘pie’, or (2) when IE sounds like 
‘field’.

The following words contain the same sounds. Fill in the correct sound combination.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         
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Spelling Test 41        

1.                                                        
2.                                 
3.                             
4.                           
5.
6.                           
7.

a(hat), a(apron), a(a) and a(watch) 

1̇ 2˙3*4   1̇ 2˙3*4   1̇ 2˙3*4   1̇ 2˙3*4   1̇ 2˙3*4   1̇ 2˙3*4   

#105

#106

Listen to the words and circle: (1) when A sounds like ‘hat’, (2) when A sounds like ‘apron’, 
(3) when A sounds like ‘a’ and (4) when A sounds like ‘watch’.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 42

1.                              6.       a     
2.                              7.       
3.                              8.
4.                              
5.                             

Spelling Test 43

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.            r
3.                              8.
4.                              9.
5.                             

#107

#108

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         
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Spelling Test 45

                             
                        
1.                                 
2.                e            
3.  T                       
4.
5.       u    i        e       

 6.
 7.            e   i
 8.
 9.
10.

#109

#110

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.

Spelling Test 44

1.                                  M                      
2.                                                     e
3.                             
4.                           
5.
6.                           
7.

 8.
 9.
10.       

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 47

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.       
3.                              8.
4.                              9.
5.                             10.

Spelling Test 46

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.       
3.                              8.
4.                              9.
5.                             10.

#111

#112

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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Spelling Test 48

1.                              6.         
2.                              7.       
3.                              8.
4.                              9.
5.                             10.

Spelling Test 49

                             
                       
1.                     o           
2.       o                      
3.                         
4.
5.            e   i              

 6.
 7.
 8.
 9.
10.

#113

#114

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 50

                             
                        
1.       o    i        e                                    e
2.                             
3.                         
4.
5.                           

 6.
 7.
 8.
 9.
10.

#115

#116

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.

Spelling Test 51

1.                                                        
2.                                 
3.                             
4.                           
5.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         
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#117

#118

Spelling Test 52

1.                                                        
2.                                 
3.                             
4.                           
5.

Spelling Test 53

1.                                        e                  
2.                                 
3.                             
4.                           
5.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         #119

#120

Spelling Test 55

1.                                                           
2.                                 
3.                             
4.                           
5.

Spelling Test 54 

1.                                                           
2.                                 
3.                     s       
4.                           
5.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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Spelling Test 56

1.                                                        
2.                                 
3.                               a
4.                           
5.

dge and tch

dge * tch   dge * tch   dge * tch   dge * tch   dge * tch   dge * tch   

#121

#122

Listen to the words and circle the sound.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Spelling Test 57

1.                                                        
2.                                 
3.                             
4.                           
5.
6.                           
7.

#123

#124

b, k, t, and w 

1.
com

4.
   rite 

2.
   now

5.
   nee

3.
lis   en

6.
thum

The following words contain a silent letter. Fill in the correct letter .

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.
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Spelling Test 58

1.                                                        
2.                                 
3.                             
4.                           

#125

#126

cious, titious and tion

1.
deli   

2.
vaca   

3.
fic   

4.
nu  r   

5.
transporta   

6.
tradi  

7.
suspi  

8.
ques   

Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with the correct sound combination.

Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Be Careful 

1.            d        e                                    
2.                          u       
3.  w                          
4.                e           
5.       s   u
6.                           
 

1.                e                                       
2.  o                               
3.                u         e    
4.                e          
5.       c   h
6.                 e           

#127

#128

Words don’t always sound the way they look.  Try and fill in the blanks.

Be Careful 

Words don’t always sound the way they look.  Try and fill in the blanks.



                                         Name:                                                  Class:                         

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         
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1.  F             r                                        
2.       o   u                         
3.  d                           
4.            e               
5.       o
6.            o        e      

1.            e                                            
2.       o   u                          
3.       e   o             e    
4.                          i         e
5.            e 
6.                           

#129

#130

Be Careful 

Words don’t always sound the way they look.  Try and fill in the blanks.

Be Careful 

Words don’t always sound the way they look.  Try and fill in the blanks.



                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

Phonics Worksheets

                         
 Name:                                                  Class:                         

1.       f                                                
2.            e   i                    
3.            e                 
4.  c   h                     
5.
6.                           

1.                                                        
2.  E                               
3.       u                      
4.                           
5.                     c    i    a
6.                           

#131

#132

Be Careful 

Words don’t always sound the way they look.  Try and fill in the blanks.

Be Careful 

Words don’t always sound the way they look.  Try and fill in the blanks.
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 Name:                                                  Class:                         
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1.                                                        
2.                     a                
3.                             
4.       a                    
5.            o
6.  T        e                  

Be Careful 18

1.       e   a    u                                         
2.                          g   h    
3.                w             
4.       a   i                
5.       c 
6.            i    e              

#133

#134

Be Careful 

Words don’t always sound the way they look.  Try and fill in the blanks.
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Worksheet Transcripts

#1. m and a
Listen to the words and circle the correct let-
ter: 1. monkey  2. axe  3. ant  4. money

#2. s, d and t
Listen to the words and circle the correct let-
ter: 1. tie  2. snake  3. drum  4. soap  5. doll  
6. toast

#3. d or t
Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with 
the correct sound combination: 1a) mat  
1b) mad  2a) try  2b) dry  3a) cod  3b) cot

#4. Spelling Test 1
Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the 
blanks: 1. mat  2. sad  3. Sam  4. at  5. sat

#5. i, n and p
Listen to the words and circle the correct let-
ter: 1. pie  2. ink  3. nest  4. peanut  5. needle  
6. igloo

#6. Spelling Test 2
Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the 
blanks: 1. pin  2. tin  3. pat  4. sit  5. tan

#7. g, o and c
Listen to the words and circle the starting 
sound: 1. orange  2. cup  3. gift  4. glasses  
5. cat  6. octopus  

#8. g, o and c
Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with 
G or C: 1a) gold  1b) cold  2a) gate  2b) cake  
3a) coat  3b) goat

#9. Spelling Test 3
Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the 
blanks: 1. dog  2. cot  3. pig  4. tag  5. cog

#10. soft c
Rule: C followed by E, I or Y sounds like S.
Listen to the words and circle: (1) when C is 
soft, like celery, or (2) when C is hard, like 
cat: 1. celebrate  2. carrot  3. cucumber  
4. comb  5. bicycle  6. cake

#11. soft g
Rule: G followed by E, I or Y sounds like J.
Listen to the words and circle: (1) when G is 
soft, like hair gel, or (2) when G is hard, like 
gate: 1. gold  2. gypsy  3. George  4. gate  
5. giraffe  6. gift

#12. k, u and b
Listen to the words and circle the starting 
sound: 1. key  2. umbrella  3. ball  4. up  
5. king  6. boy

#13. b or p
Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with 
B or P: 1a) bin  1b) pin  2a) bowl  2b) pole  
3a) plank  3b) blank

#14. a or u
Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with 
A or U: 1a) cut  1b) cat  2a) fan  2b) fun  
3a) pack  3b) puck  4a) Sam  4b) sum  5a) 
cup  5b) cap

#15 f, e and h
Listen to the words and circle the starting 
sound: 1. football  2. horse  3. egg  4. fish  
5. hen  6. elephant

#16. Spelling Test 4
Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the 
blanks: 1. bed  2. fit  3. hat  4. hot  5. hen

#17. s or sh
Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with 
S or SH: 1a) sip  1b) ship  2a) single  
2b) shingle  3a) short  3b) sort  4a) shine  
4b) sign  5a) shed  5b) said

#18. l and r
Listen to the words and circle the starting 
sound: 1. rabbit  2. ring  3. lemon  4. ribbon  
5. lock  6. lion

#19. l or r
Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with 
L or R: 1a) lice  1b) rice  2a) road  2b) load  
3a) right  3b) light  4a) red  4b) lead  5a) rift  
5b) lift
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#20. Spelling Test 5
Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the 
blanks: 1. red  2. hit  3. run  4. fish  5. big  
6. ten

# 21. v, y and w
Listen to the words and circle the starting 
sound: 1. vegetables  2. watch  3. yen  4. vio-
lin  5. yard  6. watermelon

#22. f or v
Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with 
F or V: 1a) fine  1b) vine  2a) fed  2b) vet  
3a) van  3b) fan

#23. Spelling Test 6
Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the 
blanks: 1. wet  2. win  3. yes  4. yap  5. fin 
6. van

#24. th
Listen to the words and circle: (1) when Th 
is voiced, like ‘that’, or (2) when Th is un-
voiced, like ‘thumb’: 1. thumb  2. mother 
 3. thief  4. thorn  5. this  6. thimble

#25. th (soft) or s
Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with 
S or TH: 1a) think  1b) sink  2a) symbol 
2b) thimble  3a) sigh  3b) thigh  
4a) thumb  4b) sum

# 26. Spelling Test 7
Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the 
blanks: 1. thin  2. fund  3. send  4. fist  5. that  
6. this

#27. z and j
Listen to the words and circle the starting 
sound: 1. jar  2. jacket  3. zebra  4. jewellery  
5. zigzag  6. zoo

#28. Spelling Test 8
Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the 
blanks: 1. Zen  2. nest  3. sand  4. jet  5. jump  
6. pond

 #29. s or z
Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with 
S or Z: 1a) sink  1b) zinc  2a) said  2b) zed  
3a) zip  3b) sip

#30. soft s
Rule: At the end of the word, S sometimes 
sounds like Z.
Listen to the words and circle: (1) when S is 
soft, like glasses, or (2) when S is hard, like 
cats: 1. is  2. hats  3. bananas  4. cups  5. CDs  
6. books

#31. ch or j
Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with 
CH or J: 1a) joke  1b) choke  2a) chill  
2b) Jill  3a) jar  3b) char

#32. ch or sh
Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with 
CH or SH: 1a) ship  1b) chip 2a) March  
2b) marsh  3a) chin  3b) shin  4a) cheat  
4b) sheet  5a) share  5b) chair

#33. Spelling Test 9
Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the 
blanks: 1. chat  2. fun  3. ramp  4. must  
5. cramp  6. than

#34. ck and x
Listen to the words and sounds and circle the 
ending sound: 1. sack  2. box  3. tick  4. fox  
5. fax  6. duck

#35. Spelling Test 10
Listen to the words and sounds, and fill in the 
blanks: 1. thick  2. sock  3. wax  4. Jack  
5. bus  6. thin

#36. ng or nk
Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with 
NG or NK: 1a) sing  1b) sink  2a) think  
2b) thing  3a) ring  3b) rink

#37. Spelling Test 11
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. ring  2. think  3. thing  4. sing  
5. thank  6. lung  7. funk  8. pick  9. dish  
10. zigzag
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#38. c, k and ck
These three words have the same sound. Fill 
in the correct sound combinations: 1. cup  
2. curtain  3. king  4. duck  5. key  6. sack 

#39. k or qu
Rule: Q is never seen without U
Listen to thw words and circle the starting 
sound: 1. kitchen  2. quick  3. quilt  4. kite  
5. king  6. quiet

#40. Spelling Test 12
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. quick  2. quilt  3. thick  4. can  
5. king  6. cold  7. cat

#41. Spelling Test 13
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. rock  2. fun  3. song  4. pot  5. thin  
6. fat  7. dot  8. ship  9. chat  10. zed

#42. Spelling Test 14
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. hut  2. hat  3. lift  4. red  5. sand  
6. that  7. sink  8. box  9. sun  10. pip

#43. Spelling Test 15
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. fist  2. met  3. soft  4. van  5. yum  
6. gift  7. jet  8. long  9. nest  10. wet

#44. br, cr, dr, fr, gr, pr and tr
Listen to the words and fill in the correct 
sound combinations: 1. bread  2. tree  3. fruit  
4. bride  5. crown  6. frame  7. grape  8. drum  
9. tray  10. crayon

#45. Spelling Test 16
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. drum  2. crab  3. trip  4. trust  
5. drug  6. grab  7. trick  8. truck  9. trap  
10. tram

# 46. bl, cl, fl, gl, pl and sl
Listen to the words and fill in the correct 
sound combinations: 1. flower  2. slide  
3. clock  4. claw  5. cloud  6. clothes  7. glove  
8. flame  9. plane  10. globe 

#47. br and bl, cr and cl, fr and fl, gr and gl, 
pr and pl
Listen to the words and fill in the correct 
sound combinations: 1a) bloom  1b) broom  
2a) crowd  2b) cloud  3a) fry  3b) fly  
4a) glass  4b) grass  5a) play  5b) pray

#48. Spelling Test 17
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. plug  2. black  3. club  4. flat  
5. mist  6. trap  7. flag  8. glum  9. plot  
10. drag

#49. sc, sk, sm, sn, sp, st and sw
Listen to the words and fillin the correct 
sound combinations:
1. snail  2. smile  3. skunk  4. sweater  
5. swim  6. spider  7. scales  8. star  9. sky  
10. snow  

#50. Spelling Test 18
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. skunk  2. snack  3. swim  4. stop  
5. spin  6. skin  7. chipmunk  8. ship  9. clap  
10. glad

#51. Spelling Test 19
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. trunk  2. bus  3. sled  4. clock  
5. shelf  6. chest  7. chipmunk  8. ship  9. clap  
10. glad

#52. scr, shr, spr, str and thr
Listen to the words and fill in the correct 
sound combinations: 1. strawberry  2. throne  
3. scratch  4. shrub  5. thread  6. three  
7. street  8. spring  9. shrimp  10. string

#53. doubles
Listen to the words and fill in the sounds: 
1. parrot  2. button  3. pillar  4. bonnet  
5. ribbon  6. tassel  7. pepper  8. tennis  
9. valley  10. muffin

#54. wh/w and ph/gh/f
These words have the same sounds. Fill in the 
correct sound combinations: 1. whistle  
2. elephant  3. when  4. foot  5. were  6. photo  
7. we  8. laugh  9. where  10. phone
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#55. Spelling Test 20
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. parrot  2. flag  3. bonnet  4. think  
5. tennis  6. muffin  7. when  8. spring  
9. shrimp  10. string

#56. Spelling Test 21
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. glum  2. in  3. on  4. that  5. thank  
6. this  7. am  8. not  9. it  10. an

#57. Spelling Test 22
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. or  2. and  3. the  4. band  5. trum-
pet  6. pet  7. flag  8. get  9. at  10. go

#58. Spelling Test 23
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. then  2. he  3. she  4. him  5. Tom 
6. Sam  7. sit  8. his  9. back  10. with

#59. Spelling Test 24
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. sing  2. has  3. next  4. think  
5. luck  6. when  7. let  8. but  9. shop  10. fan

#60. Spelling Test 25
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. can  2. swim  3. stop  4. set  5. tent  
6. dad  7. hand  8. us  9. running  10. just

#61. a, e, i, o, u
Sometimes the vowels sound like their alpha-
bet names.
Listen to the words and circle those that 
sound like their alphabet names: 1a) apron 
1b) apple  2a) me  2b) red  3a) tin  3b) I  
4a) post  4b) box  5a) sum  5b) music

#62. ay, ee, igh, ow (blow) and oo (moon)
Listen to the words and fill in the correct 
sound combinations: 1. sheet  2. balloon  
3. snow  4. day  5. glow  6. May  7. high  
8. feet  9. night  10. moon

#63. Spelling Test 26
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. tree  2. low  3. high  4. week  
5. snow  6. meet  7. too  8. room  9. Sunday 
10. stay

#64. silent e
Listen to the words and fill in the correct 
sound combinations:  1a) mat  1b) mate  
2a) pet  2b) Pete  3a) Time  3b) time  4a) not 
4b) note  5a) cut  5b) cute

#65. Spelling Test 27
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. make  2. bone  3. Steve  4. evening  
5. kite  6. cute  7. tone  8. mate  9. like  
10. flute

#66. oe and ue
Listen to the words and circle the correct 
sound combinations: 1. toe  2. blue  3. Joe  
4. hoe  5. glue  6. cue

#67. o-e
Sometimes E makes O sound like U
Listen to the words and circle: (1) when O 
sounds  like ‘note’, or (2) when O sounds like 
‘some’: 1. bone  2. love  3. rope  4. above  
5. throne  6. come

#68. ai, ea (seat), y (fly), oa and ew
Listen to the words and fill in the blanks with 
the correct sound combination: 1. boat  2. sky  
3. few  4. peach  5. maid  6. fly  7. coat  
8. seat  9. drew  10. rain

#69. Spelling Test 28
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. tray  2. feet  3. sleep  4. right
5. night  6. blow  7. snow  8. moon  9. bal-
loon  10. broom

#70. Spelling Test 29
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. nice  2. too  3. hi  4. my  5. here  
6. home  7. really  8. like  9. play  10. I

#71. Spelling Test 30
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. today  2. Sunday  3. week  
4. Friday  5. reading  6. June  7. seventh  
8. time  9. o’clock  10. go
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#72. Spelling Test 31
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. he  2. new  3. behind  4. maybe  
5. she  6. be  7. quiet  8. care  9. weekend  
10. eat

#73. Spelling Test 32
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. take  2. day  3. April  4. May  
5. July   6. these  7. cute  8. speak  9. Japa-
nese  10. we

#74. Spelling Test 27
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. game  2. soon  3. email  4. away  
5. food  6. excuse  7. high  8. student  9. team  
10. see

#75. Spelling Test 34
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. read  2. say  3. sleep  4. time  
5. night  6. make  7. me  8. bike  9. mine  
10. teach

#76. Spelling Test 35
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. rice  2. cake  3. cakes  4. stay  
5. shrine  6. ice  7. season  8. secret

#77. Spelling Test 36
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. use  2. home  3. came  4. feet  
5. boat  6. hole  7. raccoon  8. gave  9. meet  
10. spoon

#78. Spelling Test 37
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. train  2. Spain  3. please  4. freeze  
5. grow  6. throw  7. float  8. room  9. hoax  
10. scream

#79. oo (book), ea (head) and ow (cow)
Listen to the words and fill in the correct 
sound combinations: 1. book  2. head  
3. brown  4. cow  5. cook  6. lead (noun)

#80. oo (moon) and oo (book)
Listen to the words and circle: (1) when OO 
sounds like ‘moon’, or (2) when OO sounds 
like ‘book’: 1. hoof  2. scooter  3. boots  
4. hook  5. room  6. foot

#81. ea (seat), ea (head) and ea (great)
Listen to the words and circle: (1) when EA 
sounds like ‘seat’ , (2) when EA sounds like 
‘head’ and (3) when EA sounds like ‘great’:
1. head  2. meat  3. treasure  4. break  5. leaf  
6. great

#82. ow (blow) and ow (cow)
Listen to the words and circle: (1) when OW 
sounds like ‘blow’, or (2) when OW sounds 
like ‘cow’: 1. flower  2. bow (noun)  3. crown  
4. blow  5. snow  6. tower

#83. Spelling Test 34
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. book  2. hook  3. head  4. cow  
5. how  6. now  7. grow  8. moon  9. bead  
10. brown

#84. or, ir, ire and are (share)
Listen to the words and fill in the correct 
sound combinations: 1. bird  2. thorn  3. tire  
4. girl  5. fire  6. share  7. scare  8. torn

#85. wor and or
Listen to the words and circle the correct 
sound combinations: 1. boring  2. worm  
3. horn  4. sort  5. word  6. work

#86. au, ou (sound), ear, ur and ure
Listen to the words and fill in the correct 
sound combinations: 1. ear  2. taught  3. cure  
4. sound  5. clear  6. turn  7. ground  8. auto-
matic  9. pure  10. burp

#87. ow (cow) and ou (sound)
These words have the same sound. Fill in the 
correct sound combinations: 1. how  2. sound  
3. brown  4. mouth  5. count  6. now  7. tower  
8. south  9. cow  10. ground
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#88. al(l), ie (pie), ou (you), er and ear (bear)
Listen to the words and fill in the correct 
sound combination: 1. you  2. tiger  3. tie  
4. bear  5. through  6. pie  7. talk  8. wear  
9. fern  10. ball

#89. aw, ar, air, ear (heard) and y (city)
Listen to the words and circle the correct 
sound combination: 1. fair  2. party  3. saw  
4. car  5. earn  6. barn  7. pearl  8. crawl  
9. air  10. city

#90. ir, ur, er and ear (heard)
These words have the same sound.  Fill in the 
correct vowel combination: 1. Thursday  
2. heard  3. girl  4. learn  5. fern  6. fur  
7. pearl  8. crawl  9. air  10. city

#91. y (yard), y (fly) and y (city)
Listen to the words and circle: (1) when Y 
sounds like ‘yard’, (2) when Y sounds like 
‘fly’ and (3) when Y sounds like ‘city’:
1. yellow  2. city  3. dry  4. yacht  5. lucky  
6. cry

#92. y (city) and ey (money)
These words have the same sound. Fill in the 
correct sound combination: 1. lucky  
2. money  3. happy  4. hockey  5. hungry  
6. key

#93. air, are (share) and ear (bear)
These words have the same sound. Fill in the 
correct sound combination: 1. tear  2. stare  
3. bear  4. care  5. fair  6. stairs

#94. fare and fair
Listen to the sentences and fill in the correct 
word: 1. The train fare is expensive.  2. Let’s 
go to the fair.

#95. ear, ear (bear), ear (heard) and ear 
(heart)
Listen to the words and circle: (1) when EAR 
sounds like ‘ear’ , (2) when EAR sounds like 
‘bear’, (3) when EAR sounds like ‘heard’and 
(4) when EAR sounds like ‘heart’: 1. pear 
 2. hear  3. heart  4. tear  5. tear  6. earth

#96. ie (field), ui, our (your) and oy
Listen to the words and fill in the correct 
sound combination: 1. four  2. field  3. boy  
4. suit  5. shield  6. fruit  7. toy  8. your

#97. eigh and ought
Listen to the words and circle the correct 
sound combination: 1. sleigh  2. bought  
3. thought  4. eight  5. freight  6. fought

#98. Spelling Test 39
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. fought  2. eight  3. sought  
4. bought  5. ought  6. freight  7. sleigh  
8. thought

#99. or, au, aw, our (four) and ought
These words have the same sound. Fill in the 
correct sound combinations: 1. thought  
2. taught  3. four  4. saw  5. bought  6. draw  
7. fought  8. auto

#100. ou (sound), ou (you), our (your) and 
ought
Listen to the words and circle: (1) when OU 
sounds like ‘sound’, (2) when OU sounds like 
‘you’, (3) when OUR sounds like ‘your’ and 
(4) when OUGHT sounds like ‘thought’:
1. you  2. four  3. bought  4. mound  
5. thought  6. ground 

#101. ought and aught
These words have the same sound. Fill in the 
correct sound combination: 1. taught  
2. thought  3. bought  4. caught  5. fought  
6. naughty

#102. Spelling Test 40
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. about  2. four  3. found  4. house  
5. our  6. sound  7. thought  8. you  9. your  
10. yours

#103. ie (pie) and ie (field)
Listen to the words and circle: (1) when IE 
sounds like ‘pie’, or (2) when IE sounds like 
‘field’: 1. pie  2. thief  3. Katie  4. tie  5. field  
6. shield
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#104. a, o and u
Rule: Sometimes A and O sound like U. 
These words have the same sound. Fill in the 
correct sound combinations: 1. above  
2. money  3. away  4. father  5. brother  6. fun  
7. a  8. another  9. Monday  10. Sunday

#105. a (hat), a (apron), a (a) and a (watch)
Listen to the words and circle: (1) when A 
sounds like ‘hat’, (2) when A sounds like 
‘apron’, (3) when A sounds like ‘a’ and (4) 
when A sounds like ‘watch’: 1. what  2. apple  
3. apron  4. cat  5. a  6. watch

#106. Spelling Test 41
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. watch  2. break  3. father  4. Mon-
day  5. about  6. brother  7. what

#107. Spelling Test 42
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. you  2. my  3. near  4. how  
5. yours  6. many  7. why  8. money

#108. Spelling Test 43
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. every  2. player  3. coach  4. new  
5. down  6. girl  7. our  8. fine  9. always

#109. Spelling Test 44
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. sorry  2. talk  3. dinner  4. after 
5. study  6. March  7. nother  8. first  9. large  
10. all
 
#110. Spelling Test 45
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. any  2. else  3. Terry  4. clerk  
5. juice  6. her  7. their  8. hungry  9. look  
10. Katie

#111. Spelling Test 46
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. barn  2. hear  3. ready  4. hurt  
5. field  6. goal  7. why  8. over  9. sound  
10. under

#112. Spelling Test 47
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. good  2. walk  3. park  4. cook  
5. enjoy  6. winter  7. only  8. year  9. start  
10 . great

#113. Spelling Test 48
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. fall  2. turn  3. ago  4. story  
5. found  6. read (past tense of read)  7. first  
8. appear  9. idea  10. which 

#114. Spelling Test 49
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. symbol  2. movie  3. hers  4. ours  
5. theirs  6. toad  7. wood  8. square  9. round  
10. loud

#115. Spelling Test 50
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. voice  2. saw  3. joy  4. when  
5. sink  6. please  7. share  8. cry  9. play  
10. swim

#116. Spelling Test 51
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. Thursday  2. Sunday  3. afternoon  
4. birthday  5. yesterday

#117. Spelling Test 52
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. January  2. September  3. Novem-
ber  4. December  5. August

#118. Spelling Test 53
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. bookstore  2. department  3. pop-
corn  4. marshmallow  5. hamburger

#119. Spelling Test 54
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. meadow  2. sparrow  3. treasure  
4. hamster  5. popular

#120. Spelling Test 55
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. interesting  2. carefully  3. anything  
4. blowing  5. uniform
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#121. Spelling Test 56
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. homework  2. breakfast  3. restau-
rant  4. Janet Brown  5. Australia

#122. dge and tch
1. watch  2. stitch  3. bridge  4. match  
5. kitchen  6. dodgeball

#123. Spelling Test 57
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. fridge  2. bridge  3. catch  4. dodge 
ball  5. kitchen  6. hedge  7. fetch

#124. b, k, t and w
Listen to the words and circle the word that 
have a silent letter: 1. comb  2. know  3. listen  
4. write  5. knee  6. thumb

#125. cious, titious, and tion
Listen to the words and circle the correct end-
ing: 1. delicious  2. vacation  3. fiction  
4. nutritious  5. transportation  6. tradition  
7. suspicious  8. question

# 126. Spelling Test 56
Listen to the words and sounds and fill in the 
blanks: 1. delicous  2. vacation  3. graduation  
4. question

#127. Be Careful
Words don’t always sound the way they look. 
Try and fill in the blanks: 1. Wednesday  
2. stadium  3. worn  4. have  5. usually  6. to

#128. Be Careful
Words don’t always sound the way they look. 
Try and fill in the blanks: 1. give  2. one  
3. minute  4. live  5. school  6. gone

#129. Be Careful
Words don’t always sound the way they look. 
Try and fill in the blanks: 1. February  2. 
cousin  3. during  4. where  5. worry  
6. whose

#130. Be Careful
Words don’t always sound the way they look. 
Try and fill in the blanks: 1. the  2. young  
3. people  4. favorite  5. they  6. do

#131. Be Careful
Words don’t always sound the way they look. 
Try and fill in the blanks: 1. of  2. theirs  
3. there  4. character  5. bath  6. two

#132. Be Careful
Words don’t always sound the way they look. 
Try and fill in the blanks: 1. our  2. English  
3. guitar  4. junior  5. musician  6. full

#133. Be Careful
Words don’t always sound the way they look. 
Try and fill in the blanks: 1. hour  2. message  
3. are  4. water  5. who  6. Tuesday

#134. Be Careful
Words don’t always sound the way they look. 
Try and fill in the blanks: 1. beautiful  
2. straight  3. answer  4. said  5. ocean  
6. friend


